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Functional Requirements Document (FRD) 

Section 1: Product description 

SurveyHUB is a centralized hub for surveys. Consumers give product or service feedback after a 
completed transaction and the corresponding business establishment collects the data for 
ongoing improvement in the company’s operation plans. Completed transactions result in a QR 
code on a receipt to scan into the app sending surveys to the account. Completed surveys instill 
a monetary reward system and available coupon offers to consumers. SurveyHUB would 
receive compensation from the organizations that decided to use the survey service, thus being 
able to pay consumers for expressing feedback. When consumer users submit many surveys 
with quality feedback, they may get hired on by SurveyHUB as a secret shopper. As a secret 
shopper, they will be assigned missions and completion of missions will result in higher pay 
compared to a regular consumer user and freebies will also be given to the secret shopper. 

 

Section 2: Site map and feature list 

 

The main functionalities to deliver optimum user experience are: 

- Authentication for more accurate information for business entities and the ability to 

issue cheques or direct deposit for users. The authentication can be done through 

Facebook, Google, or email. 

- Camera scan function to scan receipts into the app for surveys to be activated and 

available on the app.  

- Camera function for taking photos and videos must also be available for Secret Shoppers 

to complete their missions. 

- GPS for push notifications in case of a user being near an establishment and having a 

coupon offer to redeem at the corresponding establishment. GPS also helps Secret 

Shoppers to arrive at the correct locations for the Secret Shopper Missions. 
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- Age verification functions to ensure users are of 16 years of age to abide to certain 

privacy policy and term regulations for minors under the age of 16. 

- Surveys, upon completion there will be monetary reward and coupon offer on account 

processed immediately and reflected on the app.  

- Coupons, upon completion of survey, a coupon offer including but not limited to free 

appetizer or free movie ticket may occur and can be redeemed through a QR code being 

scanned by the staff attendant. QR code must be a real-time interaction to ensure the 

validity of the person using it, so if a user was to screen shot the QR code it will not 

work, as the code will change. 

- Rewards show the amount of monetary reward earned from completion of surveys and 

will be mailed out every three (3) months. Next pay date will be shown on the screen. 

The security needs to be strong to protect the user’s information especially if it is 

connected to a bank account. 

- Settings has the common information listed plus a secret shopper option that will only 

appear if a user is hired on as a Secret Shopper. Secret shopper missions are available 

when a user is hired on with SurveyHUB as a Secret Shopper. A user can be hired on as a 

Secret Shopper if he/she is active and completes surveys with quality feedback. Secret 

shopper missions provide better pay and freebies for user.  
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Section 3: Annotated wireframes 
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Section 4: Data model 
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Section 5: Tech Stack 

SurveyHUB: Centralized survey hub for consumers to complete surveys based on customer satisfaction, 

happiness, and the experience. In exchange for the feedback, consumers will be given monetary rewards 

and coupon offers to establishments.  

Requirements 

Consumer users of this product need: 

 To be able to log-in via Google or Facebook. 

 To be able to complete surveys. 

o Surveys: Feedback completed through business questionnaires. 

 To have their private/personal information protected. 

 To have the ability to log-in as a secret shopper and use the app to document their experience 

through pictures, videos, filling out a questionnaire, writing a report, and complete a tasks 

checklist. 

o Their location will be verified through GPS and user-confirmation to avoid being at the 

wrong address or inputting the wrong address. 

 

Purpose: Centralized survey hub for solving the lack of consumer feedback data needed for analysis to 

create operational plans to increase customer satisfaction and happiness and provide the best possible 

customer experience. 

Hardest problem: Having users engaged and intrigued enough to want to fill out more surveys. 

Industry: SaaS / Online survey services. SurveyHUB acts as a third-party provider hosting applications 

and making them available to customers over the internet. 

 

App Store Category: Lifestyle 

 

Project size: Mid-range project 

Mobile only - Native app: Can be easily found and downloaded from the app store. As surveys tend to 

be dry for the most part, the app needs to be engaging, easy to use, and working smoothly for users to 

even consider using the app. If a survey app doesn’t have anything intriguing it is hard to grab users’ 

attention and have them complete the surveys, so there needs to be multiple things that draw users in. 

Besides the monetary rewards and coupons; good user experience, fast performance, responsive, and 

high security is crucial for the app. High security is extremely significant to protect all users of the app 

from hacking and data leakage. User personal information including but not limited to name, address, 

and bank information (for direct deposit instead of a cheque in the mail) are on file. The app will 

primarily be used on mobile phones. It needs device features like camera and GPS for secret shopper 

missions. During secret shopper missions, pictures and videos need to be taken and uploaded. GPS 

function are to make sure secret shoppers are at the correct location and providing them with 

assistance on how to get to the point of destination (if necessary). Real-time interactions like push 

notifications, reminders, and messaging will be available for easy communication with SurveyHUB. Using 

GPS, the app will track the user’s location and when the user is near an establishment where a coupon 
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offer can be used on account, it will send the user a notification. We are avoiding websites because of all 

the device features we will need including GPS, camera, notifications, and messaging. 

 

Apple iOS technology stack programming languages: According to deviceatlas.com more users use iOS 

than Android in North America, therefore SurveyHUB decided to use iOS to build the native app since 

the target audience is North America.  

 

Tech Stack Associated Costs 

***All costs are in Canadian Dollars 

Estimated engineering cost: $159,050 to $279,100 

Estimated timeline from research phase to completion: 6 to 9 months 

Estimated time: 70+ hours to design, 490+ hours to develop  

Mid-size team with project lead 

 

iOS application developers in Canada and America typically cost between $75 to $250 USD equivalent to 

$105 to $350 CAD per hour according to davzo.com.  

Engineering team cost: 

Developers ($105-350/hour) $51,450 to $171,500              

App Testing and Deployment $35,000 

Ongoing Maintenance Costs & Support $33,000 

  

Starting Total Engineering Cost to Build  $119,450 to $239,500 Canadian Dollars 

Reference: https://mlsdev.com/blog/app-development-cost 

 

https://mlsdev.com/blog/app-development-cost
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Section 6: Risk Zone 

The biggest potential trap for my application is risk zone 6, data control and monetization. 

SurveyHUB will be collecting users’ personal information including but not limited to legal 

name, address, phone number, email, birthdate, bank information, and shopping behavior. All 

of this is needed to issue cheques or direct deposit for monetary reward system and data sent 

to corresponding business partner. Users will know about their data being sold to 

establishments, as it will blatantly be stated in the app under Privacy Terms which is how 

SurveyHUB can afford to compensate consumer users.  

The users will not have the right and ability to access the data SurveyHUB has collected about 

them. They can however change their details under My Profile. To support users in knowing 

about themselves, the app can offer virtual badges for using a certain number of coupon offers, 

doing a certain amount of surveys, and doing surveys for the same establishment a certain 

number of times. 

Users share in the profit of that data when they complete surveys and earning monetary 

rewards. When they complete enough quality surveys, they get an opportunity to work for 

SurveyHUB as a secret shopper with better pay, perks, and freebies. 

Users would not be able to share and monetize on their own independently without completing 

surveys. 

If bad actors were to steal the data, it would leak partnered establishment information and 

consumer user personal information. They may be able to alter the data meant for the 

establishment giving false or incorrect information, resell the data, or use the data for making 

their own operations plan. The worst thing that could happen is data showing the world the 

confidential operations information an establishment runs by. Another thing that could happen 

is the personal consumer information being sold and scamming methods are used on consumer 

users through phone call and email. 

The policy in place will be to destroy the customer data if shut down. The customer data will be 

transferred to the new company if it were to be bought or sold. 

I will need to instruct my engineering team to really concentrate on the security to prevent 

security breach. The age of consent is 16, so users under the age of 16 cannot use the app, this 

is to avoid privacy issues for minors, so age verification must be put into place at the beginning 

of the app.  
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SurveyHUB Prototype 

Link: https://xd.adobe.com/view/39169857-0387-4a98-4249-2e7729118a3e-4f27/ 

 

Please note:  

This is only a demo with guidance on which buttons to push to proceed. 

https://xd.adobe.com/view/39169857-0387-4a98-4249-2e7729118a3e-4f27/

